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AgendaAgenda

BackgroundBackground
Understanding premium payUnderstanding premium pay
Analyzing overtimeAnalyzing overtime
Evaluating onEvaluating on--call vs. callcall vs. call--back back 
utilizationutilization
Managing contract laborManaging contract labor
Lessons learnedLessons learned

Over the next 40 minutes, I’d like to share with you some of the premium pay 
practices HCA has adopted.  Discuss the agenda as well as the learning 
objectives:

• To develop strategies to manage premium pay by involving department 
directors and senior leadership

• To understand the different types of overtime and how to optimize overtime 
usage

• To analyze on-call vs. call-back utilization for different departments 
• To understand the different types of contract labor and strategies to 

minimize usage
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HCAHCA

166 hospitals166 hospitals
113 outpatient surgery centers113 outpatient surgery centers
100 free100 free--standing and facilitystanding and facility--based based 

outpatient imaging centersoutpatient imaging centers
20 states and England20 states and England
180,000 employees180,000 employees

Other statistics:
•3 groups, 16 divisions, 6 markets
•There is 1 Management Engineer per division with responsibilities for 
hospitals ranging between 8-15.  Key responsibilities include: productivity 
management working hand-in-hand with the chief staffing officers at each of 
the hospitals.  Several divisions have associate MEs whose role is to focus on 
process improvement in the ER & OR
•Strategy:

•Putting patients first:  HCA works to constantly improve the care we 
give our patients, implementing measures that support our caregivers, 
help ensure patients’ safety and provide the highest possible quality
•Investing in our communities:  HCA presently plans to invest more than 
$1 billion per year to keep our hospitals modern and up-to-date 
technologically
•Focusing on leading hospitals in core communities:  HCA focuses on 
communities where the company is a leading healthcare provider
•Improving local operations through efficient use of resources:  HCA 
employs industry leading measures that enhance the performance of 
the company’s local facilities, including organized group purchasing, 
efficient supply acquisition and distribution, shared admin & business 
services,
•Building strong physician relationships:  HCA values strong 
relationships with local physicians, working to provide them a wide array 
of services and modern facilities in order to help them deliver the best 
possible care.
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Why Do We Monitor Premium Why Do We Monitor Premium 
Pay?Pay?

Salary and benefit dollars are about Salary and benefit dollars are about 
50% of operating cost50% of operating cost
Meet average hourly rate goals and Meet average hourly rate goals and 
targetstargets
Meet budgetMeet budget
Make sure that the dollars are Make sure that the dollars are 
allocated properlyallocated properly

Before I start discussing premium pay strategies, I like to use this slide 
when presenting to directors and managers, since it begins to set the 
context about controlling resources/pay.

In times of decreasing revenues there is a renewed focus and interest 
in managing labor expenses since salaries and wages make up the 
largest controllable expense.  There are different expense reduction 
strategies based on the type of premium pay.  
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Agency Interfacing     Agency Interfacing     
Agency quality standards
Centralized agency mgmt

Agency tiering

Absence ManagementAbsence Management
Back injury protocol

Lift teams
Injured worker case mgmt

Staffing & SchedulingStaffing & Scheduling
Manager education

Scheduling protocols
Flexible labor pool

Demand forecasting

Premium Pay ManagementPremium Pay Management

Source:  Healthcare Advisory  Board; 
Best Practices for Reducing Premium 
Labor Spending

The three keys to premium pay management are (mention of the 
graphic of the intersecting circles): agency interfacing, absence 
management, and staffing & scheduling.  We will spend most of the 
time discussing the third category---staffing & scheduling

Key Points:
•The demand for healthcare services varies from minute-to-minute, 
hour-to-hour, day-to-day, and month-to-month.  
•Managing premium pay is a constant challenge, requiring diligent 
attention.
•We are paid to improve on where we were last year. 
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Developing a Premium Pay Developing a Premium Pay 
DashboardDashboard

The Premium Pay Dashboard is the front line of information when determining whether your 
facility has an issue with premium pay or not. It reports for each facility how much each of the 
departments are spending on premium pay and how much of each category of premium pay 
during the current year and the prior year.  The front page shows how much the facility and 
departments are spending by year in the following general premium pay categories:

On-Call and Call Back,
Overtime,
Assignment, and 
Holiday/Shift/Weekend Differentials

and where each of the total labor dollars are being spent in later 
sections of the report, such as:

Productive (hours actually worked in the facility)
Non-productive (hours paid, but not worked such as vacation and 
holiday)
Premium Pay, such as mentioned above, and
Bonus (dollars spent on employees in recruiting or enticing to fill 
“hard-to-fill” shifts).

This reports to the level of department and detailed pay category.  It is up to the manger or 
administrator to pull the appropriate report in order to receive more detailed information from 
business objects or HR Analytics.  
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Understanding OvertimeUnderstanding Overtime

Overtime is generally any hours Overtime is generally any hours 
exceeding 40 hours in a weekexceeding 40 hours in a week
But there are instances (e.g. in CA) But there are instances (e.g. in CA) 
where overtime is incurred for any where overtime is incurred for any 
hours exceeding 8, 10, or 12 hours in hours exceeding 8, 10, or 12 hours in 
a day depending on the employeea day depending on the employee’’s s 
scheduled worked hoursscheduled worked hours
Overtime can make up between 1.5% Overtime can make up between 1.5% 
and 6.0% of total man hours and and 6.0% of total man hours and 
should be targeted for 2should be targeted for 2--3% 3% 

Overall goal of all overtime is between 2-3%
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Overtime DefinitionsOvertime Definitions

CategoryCategory DefinitionDefinition
Incidental Incidental 
OTOT

Contains any amount of OT that is due to Contains any amount of OT that is due to 
rounding on clock punches or an employee that rounding on clock punches or an employee that 
does not organize their work to leave on timedoes not organize their work to leave on time

Scheduled Scheduled 
OTOT

Contains any amount of OT hours that are Contains any amount of OT hours that are 
routinely scheduled for an employee to work routinely scheduled for an employee to work 
during the weekduring the week

Census OTCensus OT Contains any amount of OT generated by an Contains any amount of OT generated by an 
increase in volume in the unit.  This OT is usually increase in volume in the unit.  This OT is usually 
scheduled with the knowledge that the employee scheduled with the knowledge that the employee 
is approaching OT status, but seems to have no is approaching OT status, but seems to have no 
other choiceother choice

Categorize your overtime (OT) in order to strategize how to reduce or efficiently utilize 
overtime in the place of contract labor or hiring FT/PT labor.
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Understanding and Understanding and 
Optimizing OvertimeOptimizing Overtime

Three keys:Three keys:
–– Understand and assess overtime usageUnderstand and assess overtime usage
–– Provide management education and Provide management education and 

coordinationcoordination
–– Have staff participate in schedulingHave staff participate in scheduling

Analyzing data is the necessary first step in any hospital’s overtime 
management plan
Overtime utilization can be linked to both staff satisfaction and unit-level 
scheduling practices
One observation is that overtime pay routinely goes to only a handful of 
individuals in a department…
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Assessing Overtime Usage:Assessing Overtime Usage:
Trends By Pay PeriodTrends By Pay Period

Overtime is 5.2%Overtime is 5.2%

Radiology Department
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Here is an example of a radiology department’s overtime trends.  
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Assessing Overtime Usage:Assessing Overtime Usage:
Trends By Employee By Pay PeriodTrends By Employee By Pay Period

Employee level detail.
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Assessing Overtime Usage:Assessing Overtime Usage:
Trends By Employee By DayTrends By Employee By Day

Employee level detail.
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize OvertimeMinimize Overtime

Provide education to managers on written Provide education to managers on written 
guidelines on hospital scheduling policies guidelines on hospital scheduling policies 
helping them to minimize reliance on helping them to minimize reliance on 
overtimeovertime
Coordinate whole hospital staffing and Coordinate whole hospital staffing and 
collaborating among units to balance collaborating among units to balance 
staffing needsstaffing needs
Require management preRequire management pre--approval for all approval for all 
overtime overtime 
FollowFollow--up with staff on a daily basisup with staff on a daily basis
Post reminders and trendsPost reminders and trends
Celebrate when an overtime reduction is Celebrate when an overtime reduction is 
sustainedsustained

Hospital scheduling policy may include weekend and holiday guidelines and 
knowing the process of distributing voluntary overtime
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Overtime Minimize Overtime (continued)(continued)

Incidental overtime:Incidental overtime:
–– Ensure staff are clocking in and out Ensure staff are clocking in and out 

appropriatelyappropriately
–– Monitor/trend Monitor/trend ““frequentfrequent”” fliers and fliers and 

notify/counsel staff when notify/counsel staff when 
appropriateappropriate

–– Have educator work with staff with Have educator work with staff with 
chronic incidental overtimechronic incidental overtime
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Overtime Minimize Overtime (continued)(continued)

Scheduled overtime:Scheduled overtime:
–– Monitor the number of scheduled Monitor the number of scheduled 

overtime shifts and how the overtime shifts and how the 
manager is scheduling employeesmanager is scheduling employees

–– Evaluate the mix of fullEvaluate the mix of full--time, parttime, part--
time and per diem staff and make time and per diem staff and make 
adjustments accordinglyadjustments accordingly

–– Encourage partEncourage part--time and per diem time and per diem 
staff to take additional shiftsstaff to take additional shifts
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Overtime Minimize Overtime (continued)(continued)

Census overtime:Census overtime:
–– Establish a float pool Establish a float pool 
–– Encourage partEncourage part--time and per diem time and per diem 

staff to take additional shiftsstaff to take additional shifts
–– Contact staffing coordinator or other Contact staffing coordinator or other 

units to inquire whether other floors units to inquire whether other floors 
can float to the unitcan float to the unit

–– Evaluate targeted overtime bonus Evaluate targeted overtime bonus 
incentivesincentives

Note that although useful, bonus incentives have several potential problems.  
First, overtime bonuses may lose their impact if they are always available.  
Staff may come to expect the bonuses as part of their pay.  Bonuses are also 
susceptible to manipulation.  In some extreme examples, nurses have called in 
sick so that a colleague can earn the bonus money.  Finally, excessive use of 
overtime bonuses can be quite costly.  To avoid these problems, hospital must 
target bonuses to those times or situations when overtime hours are most 
difficult to fill.  
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Outcomes:  OvertimeOutcomes:  Overtime

Hospital A:Hospital A:
–– Developed a daily trending of overtime by Developed a daily trending of overtime by 

employeeemployee
–– Identified trends and developed Identified trends and developed 

corrective action by employeecorrective action by employee
–– Shared report with employeesShared report with employees
–– Monitored overtime on daily basisMonitored overtime on daily basis
–– Reduced overtime from 7% to 5%Reduced overtime from 7% to 5%
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OnOn--Call vs. Call Back Call vs. Call Back 
DefinitionsDefinitions

OnOn--call time is the time staff are call time is the time staff are 
scheduled and paid to be available to scheduled and paid to be available to 
work, if needed.  Usually paid at a flat work, if needed.  Usually paid at a flat 
average hourly rateaverage hourly rate
CallCall--back time is the time the back time is the time the 
employee is called back to the hospital employee is called back to the hospital 
to work.  Usually a minimum number to work.  Usually a minimum number 
of hours is guaranteed for each call of hours is guaranteed for each call 
backback
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Evaluating OnEvaluating On--Call vs. Call Call vs. Call 
BackBack

Calculate an onCalculate an on--call utilization percentage call utilization percentage 
for each department by taking the total callfor each department by taking the total call--
back hours divided by the onback hours divided by the on--call hourscall hours
–– For low utilization departments (<10%):For low utilization departments (<10%):

Determine the need for callDetermine the need for call
Consider crossConsider cross--training and combining ontraining and combining on--call for call for 
multiple departmentsmultiple departments

–– For high utilization department (>75%):For high utilization department (>75%):
Determine whether to hire an additional FTE to fill Determine whether to hire an additional FTE to fill 
the service voidthe service void
Determine whether to extend department regular Determine whether to extend department regular 
coverage hours; or offer weekend coveragecoverage hours; or offer weekend coverage
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Strategies for OnStrategies for On--Call vs. Call vs. 
Call Back ManagementCall Back Management

Determine the need and coverage Determine the need and coverage 
hours for onhours for on--call hours for each call hours for each 
departmentdepartment
–– Often upon detailed review, onOften upon detailed review, on--call hours call hours 

are found in departments that should not are found in departments that should not 
require onrequire on--callcall

–– Review the number of call teams in the Review the number of call teams in the 
cathcath lab and the ORlab and the OR

–– Review the callReview the call--back criteria for all back criteria for all 
departmentsdepartments
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Evaluating OnEvaluating On--Call vs. Call Call vs. Call 
Back Back (continued)(continued)
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Outcomes:  Call PayOutcomes:  Call Pay

Hospital B:Hospital B:
–– Reviewed all onReviewed all on--call and callcall and call--back hours back hours 

for each departmentfor each department
–– Determined day of week and hour of day Determined day of week and hour of day 

call back was occurringcall back was occurring
–– Changed department coverage hours to Changed department coverage hours to 

reduce call backreduce call back
–– Reduced call from $500,000 to $300,000Reduced call from $500,000 to $300,000
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Managing Contract LaborManaging Contract Labor

While eliminating all contract labor is While eliminating all contract labor is 
unrealistic (not all contract labor is unrealistic (not all contract labor is 
““badbad””), categorizing contract labor is ), categorizing contract labor is 
necessary to develop strategies to necessary to develop strategies to 
control contract labor spendcontrol contract labor spend
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Contract Labor DefinitionsContract Labor Definitions

CategoryCategory DefinitionDefinition

Outsourced Outsourced 
DepartmentsDepartments

Functions or departments where all staff is included Functions or departments where all staff is included 
as contract laboras contract labor

Missing Missing 
TargetsTargets

Contract labor used by departments that are Contract labor used by departments that are 
missing their productivity targetmissing their productivity target

Core Core 
contract contract 
laborlabor

Meeting productivity targets and using contract Meeting productivity targets and using contract 
labor to fill vacant labor to fill vacant ““corecore”” positions. This category is positions. This category is 
especially important to recruiters in trying to fill especially important to recruiters in trying to fill 
these vacancies with high prioritythese vacancies with high priority

Flex contract Flex contract 
laborlabor

This contract labor is strictly used when volumes This contract labor is strictly used when volumes 
are such that the managers are extended past OT are such that the managers are extended past OT 
and PRN usage, e.g. peak seasonand PRN usage, e.g. peak season
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Managing Contract Labor Managing Contract Labor 
(continued)(continued)
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Contract LaborMinimize Contract Labor

ReRe--educateeducate
• Complete or refine your core 

staffing plan for every 
department

• Re-educate department 
directors and hospital 
leadership regarding the use 
of contract labor

• Publish a list of premium 
labor order of use from most 
desirable to least desirable

TrackTrack
• Track contract usage usage

by category
• Maintain a list of every 

traveler with associated exit 
strategy and date

• Maintain an “orientation 
complete” schedule and 
synch up with traveler end 
dates
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Contract Labor Minimize Contract Labor (cont)(cont)

RecruitRecruit
• Retain a contract recruiter
• Work with a recruiting company that specializes in hiring 

Canadian nurses
• Work with nursing schools and hire more new grads than 

planned
• Institute student internships
• Develop a Recruitment Task Force (example goal:  30 

nurses in 90 days)
• Create or enhance employee bonuses for referrals
• Decrease time to hire (e.g. one facility provides on the 

spot tours, meetings with CNO, CEO, and has the ability 
to make an offer that day)
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Contract Labor Minimize Contract Labor (cont)(cont)

RetainRetain
• Enhance or develop a per diem or PRN pool
• Discuss at hire, full-time status may fluctuate from 0.8 to 

1.0 depending on departmental needs
• Recruit and retain only “A” level managers.  Evaluate 

current team, identify those managers that should be 
replaced, maximize strengths of the team

• Develop clinical rotation programs
• Develop clinical ladders
• Develop mentoring/ proctoring program (e.g. “rent a 

friend”)
• Have all new employees meet with administration after 30 

and 60 days
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Contract Labor Minimize Contract Labor (cont)(cont)

PoliciesPolicies
• Develop policies.  Example:  all contract labor will be for a 

defined length of time and will never be subject to 
automatic renewal

• Centralize the approval process for all contract labor
• Incorporate contract labor tracking, action planning, and 

status into current hospital leadership meetings
• Other:  Evaluate opportunities for work redesign to 

leverage skill mix, improve workflow processes, reduce 
resource demand, and redistribute work responsibilities
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Strategies to Strategies to 
Minimize Contract Labor Minimize Contract Labor (cont)(cont)

Missing TargetsMissing Targets
• If a department is missing 

targets due to minimum 
staffing requirements, reflect 
minimum hours 

• If a department is one of 
several within a managers 
responsibility, but staff are 
not clocking to the correct 
department, then work with 
manager to move targets or 
find a way to correct

OutsourcedOutsourced
• Conduct cost benefit 

analysis of outsourced 
departments

• Evaluate contract length
• Included operational 

metrics; patient satisfaction 
goals, quality standards, etc. 
in the contract
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Outcomes:  Contract LaborOutcomes:  Contract Labor

Hospital C:Hospital C:
–– Centralized approval for all travelersCentralized approval for all travelers
–– Established a float poolEstablished a float pool
–– Synched up orientation end dates with Synched up orientation end dates with 

traveler termination datestraveler termination dates
–– Developed recruitment and retention Developed recruitment and retention 

plansplans
–– Reduced traveler usage from 55 FTEs to Reduced traveler usage from 55 FTEs to 

30 FTEs30 FTEs
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Outcomes:  Premium Pay Outcomes:  Premium Pay 

Hospital D:Hospital D:
–– Established a premium pay committee Established a premium pay committee 

and reviewed overtime, call/call back, and reviewed overtime, call/call back, 
contract labor on a bicontract labor on a bi--weekly basisweekly basis

–– Pay period and daily goals for each Pay period and daily goals for each 
premium pay category were established premium pay category were established 
by departmentby department

–– Overtime reduced from 4% to 3%Overtime reduced from 4% to 3%
–– Call back reduced $750,000Call back reduced $750,000
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Keys to Success and Lessons Keys to Success and Lessons 
LearnedLearned

Having constant attention and constant Having constant attention and constant 
focus from senior leadership is a mustfocus from senior leadership is a must
Setting stretch goals and monitoring Setting stretch goals and monitoring 
progress is keyprogress is key
Understanding that not all premium pay is Understanding that not all premium pay is 
““badbad”” and there are multiple strategies that and there are multiple strategies that 
should be used to address different types of should be used to address different types of 
premium pay premium pay 
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QuestionsQuestions
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ResourcesResources

Sandy Sandy YankoYanko
Vice President Operations & Vice President Operations & 
Management EngineeringManagement Engineering
Las Vegas, NVLas Vegas, NV
W: 702W: 702--938938--96199619
sandy.yanko@hcahealthcare.comsandy.yanko@hcahealthcare.com


